
Risks, Revelations and Complexities of 21st Century 
Whistleblowing

The Anything to Say? monument depicting whistleblowers Edward Snowden, Chelsea 
Manning and Julian Assange defies stereotypes of bronze statues. Bronze busts 
traditionally depict ancient figures like generals, kings and Gods. Snowden, Manning 
and Assange are contemporaries who didn’t fight their enemies with swords or lightning 
bolts. They wield information. Secret government information.

There are four bronze chairs, and the Manning, Assange and Snowden statues are 
standing on top of three of them. The chairs represent comfort, security and (when sat 
upon) blending in with the crowd. Italian artist, Davide Dormino, who believes in the 
power of public art and its ability to spur change, said his monument represents 
sacrificing comfort in order to uncork the truth. There is an empty chair alongside the 
trio, meant as a speaking platform and as a way to get audience members to reflect on 
their own ethics. 

In a May 2nd, 2015 Newsweek article, writer Paul Mejia cited the interactive German 
news site, The Local, as having reported that the monument would “likely draw criticism 
in other areas during a scheduled world tour.” (1) However, this quote did not appear in 
The Local article that Newsweek hyperlinked. (2)

The monument was first shown in Alexanderplatz square in Berlin, Germany 2015. One 
man who got his picture taken while standing atop the empty chair had a shirt on which 
read, “Stand up. Courage is contagious.” 

Chelsea Manning, Afghanistan, Iraq and the Arab Spring
Chelsea Manning was a 22 year old, US Army soldier going by the name Bradley when, 
on February 3rd, 2010, she sent 400,00 documents that became known as The Iraq 
War logs and another 91,000 documents, later known as the Afghan War Diary, to 
WikiLeaks - an organization founded by Julian Assange that publishes secret 
information. 

http://www.newsweek.com/statues-snowden-assange-and-manning-erected-berlins-alexanderplatz-327961
http://www.thelocal.de/20150502/snowden-among-statues-unveiled-in-berlin


On April 5th, 2010 Assange posted one of Manning’s leaks which WikiLeaks labeled, 
Collateral Murder. It’s a July 12th, 2007 Baghdad airstrike video showing American 
helicopters firing on a group of 10 Iraqis, two of whom were Reuters News employees. 
Some people in the group held RPGs and AK assault rifles. The Reuters News 
employees were wielding cameras which were mistaken by the U.S. Apache helicopter 
crew for guns. 

Saeed Chmagh, the wounded camera assistant, crawled on the ground after the attack. 
The Apache gunner expressed disappointment at not being able to finish Chmagh off, 
because rules of engagement state that it’s illegal to fire on an unarmed person posing 
no threat. A van drove upon the scene, and Saleh Mutashar Tomal got out to help 
Chmagh. The Apache helicopters launched a second strike, killing Chmagh and Tomal. 

A US military report stated that even if the military had not mistaken the cameras for 
RPGs, U.S. enemies commonly carry cameras to film attacks on Coalition Forces. The 
military did not violate any laws by firing on the group. Reuters stated that their 
journalists were in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Assange has argued that the men carrying weapons could have been guys protecting 
the area, and that RPGs and AK weapons are not unusual to find in Iraqi households. 
Others have claimed AK’s aren’t unusual finds but RPGs are. 

Ethan McCord was a US Army specialist who arrived at the carnage with his company. 
He’d never seen the effects a 30-millimeter round had on a person. In a Wired interview, 
he talked about seeing the bodies: “It didn’t seem real, in the sense that it didn’t look like 
human beings. They were destroyed.” (3)

McCord found two wounded children in the van and rushed to help them while under 
sporadic bursts of sniper fire. When he returned to base, he was distraught over what 
he’d seen. He asked his sergeant if he could get medical help as he was suffering from 
psychological trauma. McCord was told he needed to get the sand out of his vagina. 

https://www.wired.com/2010/04/2007-iraq-apache-attack-as-seen-from-the-ground/


McCord was also told that seeking such help could result in being labeled a malinger 
(exaggerating symptoms of mental health; a crime in the U.S. military). Eventually 
medical services loaded McCord up on 13 prescriptions including Prozac and Depakote. 
He suffered from severe PTSD when he returned home as do most veterans.  

As far as the rules of engagement, McCord believes the first Apache helicopter attack 
was warranted, because the group was carrying weapons. However, he believes that 
the attack on the van was unwarranted, even though Iraqi civilians were forbidden by 
the U.S. military from picking up wounded people. This includes wounded people 
crumpled on the ground and crying out in agony for help. McCord believes the 
helicopters could have fired warning shots instead of shooting to kill. Military personnel 
often cite that it is easy for outsiders to make judgements about what could have been 
done differently. 

It’s legal to fire on an armed group even if there are journalists present (as long as the 
journalist’s badges aren’t visible). What’s not legal is for an officer to tell his squad to 
“kill every mother fucker in the street if the convoy is ambushed.” This order was given 
to McCord from a commanding officer. McCord said there were many a times when an 
Iraqi would be walking on the street, an IED would go off and the troops would then 
open fire on the walking person. (4)

Ethan wasn’t a fan of how WikiLeaks released the video, because the organization 
stated at first that the group of 10 Iraqis weren’t carrying weapons. Regardless, McCord 
stated in the Wired interview that WikiLeaks releasing this kind of information out for the 
public to see is good. (5) 

Assange told the public, while being interviewed by television host/comedian Stephen 
Colbert, that WikiLeaks promises their sources that information will be disclosed in a 
way to maximize political impact. Stephen Colbert acted in a passive aggressive 
manner toward Assange for having released an edited form of the airstrike. The edit 
didn’t include information on the fighting taking place in the area at the time nor that 
members of the group were carrying weapons. Colbert also pointed out the biased 
video title, Collateral Murder. “That’s not leaking,” Colbert said, “that’s a pure editorial.” 

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2010/04/emcc-a28.html
https://www.wired.com/2010/04/2007-iraq-apache-attack-as-seen-from-the-ground/


Assange replied that out of all the viewers who watched the edited video, only 1 in 10 of 
them watched the full footage which was released later. Colbert congratulated Assange 
on the way he manipulated viewers into a certain emotional state. Colbert questioned 
Assange later:

“War is war. I haven’t fought in a war therefore I don’t judge it. How can you judge 
it?” 

Assange replied: 

“You can make the justification that, well, a lot of bad things happen in war, but 
what is war? Well, this is what it is.” (6) 

WikiLeaks published the Afghan War Diary on July 20th, 2010 in an unedited format. At 
this time the media was getting reports that a disgruntled military kid had leaked the 
reports. The Afghan War Diary has been compared to The Pentagon Papers - leaked in 
1970. The War Diary paints a devastating picture of failed U.S. objectives, disastrous 
reconstruction efforts, hundreds of millions of dollars of siphoned donated money and 
how Taliban forces grew steadily in numbers since 2001.  

It also revealed that hundred of civilians either wounded or captured were never 
revealed to the press, including an incident in which Polish troops mortared a village 
that killed five people including a woman and a baby. The Diary revealed Al-Qaeda’s 
role in the War in Afghanistan (2001-Present) increased as time passed, the Taliban 
using heat-seeking missiles which the U.S. military never acknowledged, civilian kills 
labeled as insurgent kills and U.S. military contractors hiring “dancing boys” to perform 
for them.

After the young boys, who were dressed as attractive girls, finished dancing they were 
auctioned off for sex. Although it is against Sharia and Taliban law, child abuse and boy 
rape is common in Afghanistan. It does not garner much attention in the country.  

Chelsea Manning was arrested in May 2010 and her trial began June 3rd, 2013. The 
most serious of the 22 charges brought against her during the United States v. Manning 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-mitchell/stephen-colbert-vs-julian_b_816197.html


case was “aiding the enemy.” She was facing a total of 136 years in prison. In February 
2013 she pleaded guilty to 10 of the 22 charges. 

On July 25th, the prosecution stated that Manning was not a whistleblower but a traitor 
who took deliberate steps to make sure enemies of the U.S. received the information. 
On July 26th, the defense made its closing statement, citing that Manning’s sole focus 
was to make a difference. The defense played the Baghdad helicopter attack to the 
courtroom and asked those in attendance if the people killed deserved to die. The 
attorney said this question was on Private Manning’s mind when watching the tape. 

What some of the general public may have resented most about Manning was her 
disclosing of U.S. informant identities. The Taliban reported that they were studying the 
leaked reports and would investigate whether the people mentioned were spies or not. 
Five human-rights organizations expressed concerns to Assange about the people’s 
lives that were subsequently put in danger. The Afghan Independent Human Right 
Commission (AIHRC) published figures showing a steep rise between 2009 and 2010 of 
Taliban executions of Afghan civilians who’d supported the U.S. and Afghan President 
Karzai’s new government. (7)

Foreign officials were not as willing to talk openly with the U.S. after the documents 
were released. Some critics cited the leaks as having damaged U.S. relations. Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates told reporters in 2010 that the leaks amount of damage to the 
U.S. was overblown, because love or hate the country, the U.S. is seen as an 
indispensable nation to work with. 

On July 30th, 2013, after three years in holding, Manning, who said she’d leaked the 
documents to show the true costs of war was convicted of 17 of the 22 charges. 
Manning was acquitted of the “aiding the enemy” charge after pleading guilty to 
mishandling military documents. On August 14th she apologized to the court for the 
unintended consequences of her actions. It’s still the biggest leak of classified 
government files in history. 

The government asked that Manning receive 60 years as a deterrent to other 
whistleblowers. Manning’s lawyers asked for no more than 25 years. Manning was 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/politics/human-rights-groups-ask-wikileaks-to-censor-files-2049098.html


sentenced to 35 years in prison. She tried committing suicide in July 2016 and is now 
facing several possible charges for the failed attempt. 

It’s possible that WikiLeaks publishings of Manning’s military downloads sparked the 
beginning of the Arab Spring, after the whistleblower’s leaked cables showed the 
opulent lifestyle of the Tunisian President Zine-el-Abidine. His lavish lifestyle included 
dinner guests getting desert flown in from Saint Tropez, France. In 2011, the president, 
who was in power for 23 years, was overthrown during the Tunisian Revolution. Tunisia 
now elects leaders through a parliamentary system, and the Ennahda Party declared it 
would not support religion as the main consideration in the making and passing of laws.

Manning’s leaked documents range from revealing the secret drone war being waged 
by the U.S. in Yemen (another country that experienced revolution after the leaks), the 
misuse of U.S. funds in Afghanistan and an order for U.S. diplomats to spy on UN 
counterparts. The latter was signed off by Secretaries of State Condoleezza Rice and 
Hillary Clinton.  

Julian Assange and WikiLeaks
In 2006, Australian Julian Assange founded WikiLeaks. From 2006 to 2009, the site 
published leaks and other secret information ranging from the 2008 Peru oil scandal, 
protocol of the US army in Guantanamo Bay detention camps, a serious nuclear 
accident that had occurred in an Iranian nuclear facility and Bilderberg Group meeting 
reports. 

WikiLeaks wasn’t widely known until 2010, when Assange and Daniel Schmitt (co 
founder of WikiLeaks) proposed rules for Iceland’s media laws that, if implemented, 
would make the country an international haven for journalists. Assange and Schmitt 
shared their ideas with an Icelandic talk show host. Soon after, the Icelandic parliament 
unanimously passed the legislation proposed by the WikiLeaks founder's. It’s one of the 
strongest laws in the world for protecting stories from censorship before publication. 

U.S. Attorney-General Eric Holder announced in 2010 that WikiLeaks was being 
investigated. Six years after this announcement, no charges have been brought against 



WikiLeaks. If the government tried prosecuting an individual, like Assange, who 
received and published the leaked information then the mainstream media’s reporting of 
the leaked documents could also be prosecutable actions. The First Amendment's 
protection of press when publishing illegally gained leaks is no doubt preventing Holder 
from prosecuting Assange. Assange’s trafficking of stolen information is also difficult for 
the U.S. to prosecute since the info is intellectual and not physical. 

The publication of WikiLeak secret material has elicited criticism, awards given and 
silence. The U.S. defense department demanded that WikiLeaks return all versions of 
documents taken from US database records. WikiLeaks has never complied with these 
demands. 

WikiLeaks faced criticism for publishing the Afghan War Diary, because information in it 
exposed undercover Afghans working with the U.S. military. Assange defended his 
actions with the consequentialist philosophy that the ends justify the means. He said 
that all the material had to be released or none of it. He stated that the potential value of 
the released documents in saving lives outweighs the danger to innocents. 

Afghan interpreters were promised visas and citizenship in various Western countries in 
exchange for their work which puts them and their families on the Taliban kill list. Six 
years later, only a few thousand interpreters have managed to scale the bureaucratic 
walls to leave their country. The wall includes multiple interviews, recommendations and 
years of waiting. 

Over 10,000 Afghans are still waiting for their chance to leave. The U.S. congress is 
currently debating whether to keep the promise they’ve made to thousands. This is bad 
news for the asylum seekers given how shaky Afghanistan has become over the past 
several years. Afghan interpreters who’ve made it to the U.K. are now being forced to 
go back to the war zone. In 2016, Home Secretary Theresa May won a legal battle that 
lifted a blanket ban which was protecting Afghan interpreters from being deported. (8)

In 2010, Swedish courts sent an arrest warrant out for Assange. The WikiLeaks founder 
was suspected of raping two Swedish women. Assange denied the charges, and his 
supporters paid 240,000 pounds to bail him out of jail. In 2012, Swedish prosecutors 

https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2016/03/03/theresa-may-wins-right-deport-failed-asylum-seekers-afghanistan-judges-remove-court-injunction-returns/


called for Assange to be extradited to their country while he was in England. This was 
troubling for Assange, because for the U.S. government to prosecute him they need him 
to be in their country. His lawyer said that Assange’s extradition to the U.S. might result 
from being extradited to Sweden first. 

Assange fled to the Ecuador embassy in London. Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa 
granted Assange asylum in his country; however, Assange risks arrest by English police 
if he steps foot outside the embassy. Correa said Assange could stay in the embassy 
indefinitely. By 2015, the British government had spent 10 million pounds policing the 
Ecuador embassy. 

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden called Assange a terrorist who should be shot. In fact, 
many American politicians have called for his assassination. Assange is no fan of them 
either, especially Hillary Clinton. Assange stated in August 2016 that WikiLeaks would 
be publishing information in the near future (being alluded to as the “October surprise”) 
that will critically affect the presidential nominees chances of winning. He has stated 
that Clinton will push the US into more wars which in turn will spread terrorism. 

Assange said that information he has on Donald Trump is no worse than the words that 
come out of the Republican presidential nominees mouth. He encourages people to 
come forth with any incriminating information about the Trump campaign. 

In 2016 Wikileaks released 20,000 emails sent out by senior officials in the Democratic 
National Committee (DNC). Whistleblower Edward Snowden spoke out against it, citing 
that releasing home addresses, phone numbers, social security numbers and credit 
card numbers to the public was a mistake. WikiLeaks replied that Clinton wouldn’t 
pardon Snowden for taking her side on the matter. Snowden stated that information he 
withheld from the public was out of respect for people’s privacy and the possibility that it 
was built atop unsupported claims. 

The leaked emails led to the resignation of DNC chair Wasserman Schultz, because of 
evidence that she backed Hillary Clinton and criticized Bernie Sanders during their 
campaigns. After Obama called Schultz to convince her to step down, Clinton stated 



that Schultz would serve as an honorary chair-head to help elect Democrats around the 
country. 

Edward Snowden and the NSA
30 year old Edward Snowden, a computer professional, third-party candidate voter 
whose previous employment includes Dell and the CIA, leaked approximately 1.7 billion 
NSA documents to the public in 2013, revealing the extent of the organizations 
surveillance. This figure is also the approximate amount of emails and phone calls that 
the NSA collects daily as a way to protect U.S. government communication and 
information systems. It is one of the largest intelligence organizations in terms of 
funding and employees. 

Snowden’s leak showed that the NSA’s intrusion of privacy ranged from Xbox Live 
accounts to German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s phone. NSA spied on another 34 world 
leaders. They also weakened communication encryption so that a person’s web privacy 
whether it be their social media or emails became especially vulnerable to hacks. 

Obama stated that there was a system of checks to make sure the NSA could not break 
the law. However, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) (a court in charge 
of monitoring the NSA) countered Obama’s claims stating that the court lacks the tools 
to know how often the NSA breaks the rules. Also, the FISC did not have the ability to 
investigate NSA noncompliances in court. The NSA had overstepped their boundaries 
thousands of times a year. 

The FISC also reported having immense difficulty in overseeing secret programs 
dealing in technology due to obstacles and constraints in being able to question 
employees. During this time, Snowden was having doubts about his job after he and his 
18 to 22 year old colleagues would stumble over private records that were unrelated to 
their job, like nude photos. Snowden identified that what the NSA was doing violated the 
Fourth Amendment which protects people from unreasonable searches. 

Snowden says the defining moment that triggered him to copy and leak classified NSA 
information was when Director of National Intelligence, James Clapper lied under oath 



to Congress when asked whether the NSA collected information from millions of 
Americans. James R. Clapper is still the Director of National Intelligence. 

Snowden was careful in making sure the documents to be released would not put 
people’s lives in danger the way Manning and WikiLeaks had. However, one leaked 
document exposed intelligence activity against a specific Al-Qaeda group including 
Osama bin Laden’s successor, Ayman al-Zawahri. Senior U.S. officials claimed they 
haven’t intercepted as many messages between al-Zawahri and the head of the Yemen 
Al Qaeda group since the leak. (9)

There was a rise in courier messages after the leak between Al-Qaeda operatives. U.S. 
senior intelligence officials are confident that Al-Qaeda will eventually go back to 
communicating through the phone as regularly as before, because to run a 
sophisticated operation a group can’t rely solely on communicating through pieces of 
paper and flash drives. 

Two US congressmen stated that Snowden’s actions tipped U.S. enemies to NSA 
spying methods and potentially jeopardized U.S. troops. However, they didn’t offer 
specifics on how U.S. troops are endangered. It is no doubt likely that U.S. enemies 
have a better understanding of the NSA’s collection methods as a consequence of the 
leak. But isn’t it also likely that U.S. enemies must have assumed they were under 
surveillance? The government has made it clear for years that they have the ability to 
tap phones and record conversations. 

U.S. federal prosecutors charged Snowden with three counts: theft and two violations of 
the Espionage Act. Each charge carries a maximum ten year prison sentence. Snowden 
refused to face trial in the U.S. saying that it would be a “show trial,” because the 
Espionage Act, which he broke, put whistleblower Chelsea Manning in jail. 

Numerous critics have sided with Snowden on this issue, stating that the Espionage Act 
of 1917 violates the First Amendment and makes it so that any whistleblower can never 
receive a fair trial in the U.S. until the Act is reformed. It has been called out for being 
broadly written. Broad words make it almost impossible to speak to the jury about e.g., 
why the whistleblower did what they did. Daniel Ellsberg, the man who leaked the 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/30/us/qaeda-plot-leak-has-undermined-us-intelligence.html?_r=0


Pentagon Papers, was told by the prosecutor that explaining such actions was 
irrelevant. The judge sustained the prosecutor’s objection. (10) 
Ellsberg was facing 115 years, but the case was dismissed due to governmental 
misconduct and illegal evidence gathering. 

National security and human rights attorney, Jesselyn Radack, who disclosed the ethics 
violation against John Walker Lindh (the American Taliban) and the Department of 
Justice’s attempt to sweep it under the mat, said that the Act makes it impossible for a 
whistleblower or a spy to receive a fair trial and that it costs $1 to $3 million to defend a 
client against it. 

Judge William Pauley III ruled that the NSA’s program was constitutional due to 
American’s not having expectations of privacy when using the phone. “This in turn 
means they don’t have a constitutional basis for objecting to the NSA’s mass collection 
and searching of that data.” (11)

Judge Richard J. Leon ruled on December 2013 that the NSA’s bulk collection of citizen 
telephone information has never been justified by any court and that the government 
could not cite a single instance in which all that information prevented a single imminent 
attack. He stated that the 4th Amendment had probably been violated and that James 
Madison would be “aghast.” (12)

Snowden left Hawaii for Hong Kong in May 2013 and met with Guardian reporters in a 
hotel for several days. The first leaked NSA documents were published on June 5th. 
Countries that offered Snowden asylum include Ecuador, Nicaragua, Bolivia and 
Venezuela. Julian Assange advised Snowden to seek asylum in Russia instead of Latin 
America as there was a greater chance of being kidnapped in the latter because of the 
CIA's heavy presence in those areas. 
Hong Kong did not aid the U.S. in extraditing Snowden, and 18 days after the first 
publications Snowden relinquished all documents to reporters he’d met in Hong Kong 
and boarded a plane to Moscow. 

Rumor had it that Snowden was traveling to Bolivia, and in an unprecedented move the 
Bolivian President’s plane was denied airspace by France, Spain and Italy as it left a 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/may/30/daniel-ellsberg-snowden-fair-trial-kerry-espionage-act
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gas-exporting conference in Russia. It was coerced into landing in Austria. Deputy 
chancellor of Austria, Michael Spindelegger, stated that the plane was searched in an 
attempt to find Snowden. Bolivian President, Evo Morales, denied a search ever took 
place. 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon stated that a president has flight immunity; 
therefore, Evo Morales shouldn’t have been grounded. President Morales subsequently 
announced a lawsuit against the U.S. government. In 2015, Julian Assange admitted to 
having leaked information that Snowden was on the president's airplane as an effort to 
throw off investigators. France is the only country to have apologized for the incident. 

President Obama and his panel recommended 46 reforms to rein in the NSA. Privacy 
advocates were underwhelmed however, given the lack of fundamental change in the 
agencies procedures and the broad screeners they now have to pass under. For 
example, the NSA is still allowed to collect American’s communications data in bulk due 
to Section 215 of the Patriot Act. The wording in this section of the Patriot Act is broad, 
because it allows the government to collect information that is “relevant” to an 
investigation. 

Bulk collections include credit card to financial records. It’s peculiar that the organization 
that overstepped boundaries thousands of times a year can still access credit card 
numbers. Current legal cases challenging this section of the Patriot Act include Jewel v 
NSA, Smith v Obama and First Unitarian Church of Los Angeles v. NSA. (13) 

Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act allows for the surveillance of millions of 
Americans without a warrant from a judge. This policy has also been allowed to remain 
in the NSA’s playbook even though it justifies some of the NSA’s most invasive actions. 

On 2015, The European Parliament, with the NSA’s overstepping of legal boundaries 
fresh on their minds, passed a resolution stating that all criminal charges against 
Snowden be dropped for his actions as a defender of human rights. Many countries 
have taken Snowden’s side, especially Central and South American countries. 
Americans are split on their opinion of Snowden.  

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/01/effs-game-plan-ending-global-mass-surveillance%2523add


As of August 26th, 2016, Edward Snowden has supposedly been living in exile in 
Moscow for three and a half years while dispelling rumors of his death and making 
hundreds of thousands of dollars by speaking via satellite to global audiences. His 
actions have caused a rare bipartisan movement in U.S. politics in which all sides 
agreed that the actions of intelligence gathering systems that came about as a result of 
9/11 were unjust. Snowden said the days are over when one was called a conspiracy 
theorist for suspecting the government was spying on people. 

Closing Thoughts
In April 2015, Snowden appeared in Brooklyn in the form of a four foot tall head bust. 
The artists, who put the Snowden carving on top of a memorial to soldiers killed in the 
Revolutionary War, stated that they had updated the memorial to include those “who 
sacrifice their safety in the fight against modern-day tyrannies.” (14) The artist's report 
feeling dismayed over people not talking about Snowden as much and a lack of action 
against the NSA.  

The National reported in 2009 that WikiLeaks had probably produced more scoops in 
two years than the Washington Post had in thirty. (15) Manning, Assange and Snowden 
are responsible for the biggest classified leaks in U.S. history. Critics cite that leaks are 
unacceptable when oaths have been taken not to disclose them, but history 
demonstrates all too often that oaths are commonly employed to keep quiet illegal 
activities. 

Secrets are inevitable and so are leaks. Are these whistleblowing checks on executive 
power worth potential damage to national security? What about to individuals like the 
Afghan interpreters? Does the end justify the means? If violence erupts as a 
consequence of leaked documents is the blood on the hands of the whistleblowers or 
on those who overstepped their boundaries? 

There is still not a sound system in place to regulate government power and secrecy 
given the amount of cover-ups and illegalities that were exposed due to the messy 
actions of Chelsea Manning, Julian Assange and Edward Snowden, who’s declassifying 
of documents and videos shed light on the broad and outdated Espionage Act of 1917, 
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the NSA’s still overreaching capacities and tragedies brought on by the complexities of 
war.


